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A proble m of action se lection emerge s in comple x } and even not so

complex } inte ractive agents: what to do ne xt? The proble m of action

se lection occurs equally for natural and for artificial agents } for any

embodie d agent. The obvious solution to this proble m constitute s a form of

re pre sentation, inte ractive repre sentation, that is arguably the fundam ental

form of re pre sentation. More care fully, interactive repre se ntation satisfie s a

criterion for re pre sentation that no other mode l of repre sentation in the

literature can satisfy or even attempts to addre ss: the possibility of syste m-

dete ctable repre se ntational e rror. It also resolve s and avoids myriad other

proble matics of re pre se ntation and inte grate s or opens the door to many

additional mental proce sse s and phe nom ena, such as motivation.

AUTONOMOUS AGENTS AND INTERACTION SELECTION

In sufficiently simple interactive systems, the re may be only one thing to

do, and it is simply done all of the time. Slightly more complex would be

the case in which multiple actions or inte ractions are possible but only

one of them is triggered in any possible combination of system state and

input. With only minimal interactive complexity, howe ver, there will be

conditions in which multiple interactions are possible , and a simple
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triggering of one of those possibilities will be insufficient. This will

occur, for example, if the system-environment circumstances have not

occurred before, or have occurred too few times to have selected for a

simple triggering re lation, or when the environment is insufficiently

predictable for it to be determinate what the system outcomes of the

s .interactions will be Bickhard & Terveen, 1995 . A given frog tongue

flick may or may not catch a fly.

Action se le ction in such cases poses its own special problems. In

particular, whatever presuppositions are involved in the general strategy

of inte raction selection may, in particular cases, turn out to be wrong.

s .In general, frogs flick tongues in orde r to catch flies or worms . . . , but

such outcomes are not guaranteed. In some cases, the advisable strategy

would be simply to try again when the inte raction does not work,

whereas in othe r cases the advisable strategy might be to switch to a

different next inte raction se lection.

But implementing any such design constraints require s that the

system be able to detect when the `̀ desired’ ’ outcomes have occurred or

have not occurred. That, in turn, requires that those de sired outcomes

be somehow functionally indicatable and de tectable. In othe r words, the

agent has to be able to differentiate between inte raction outcome

success and interaction outcome failure , and this require s that it be able

to be functionally sensitive to information about interaction outcomes.

There are many traps in the way to an implementation of the se

notions. For example, if the de sired outcomes are ce rtain env ironm en ta l

conditions } perhaps a new position relative to some food source } then

those environmental conditions will have to be represen ted by the

system, and failure s to achieve those environmental conditions will have

to be de tectable. But representation is what we are aiming to mode l in

the first place, so this approach initiates a fatal circularity.

There are multiple logical and conceptual dangers involved in this

mode ling, some of ancient provenance , some much more recently

s .discovered Bickhard, 1993; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995 . I will not

review the se here but will move more directly to what I advocate as the

solution: The relevant interaction outcomes must be in tern al so that

they do n o t have to be represented but can be directly functionally

accessible to the system. Such inte rnal interaction outcomes must be

s .an ticipated Bickhard, 1993; Brooks, 1994 in such a way that success

and failure of those anticipations can be de tected.
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There are many architectures within which the functions of antici-

spation and success r failure detection can be implemented Bickhard &

.Terveen, 1995 . For my current purposes, I will focus only on simple and

familiar architectural principles of states and pointers. In particular,

interaction outcomes will be system sta tes, so anticipations of system

states are what is required. Anticipations, in turn, require only in d ica-

tion s of such system states associated with the re levant in teraction s that

might or should yield those state s. And, finally, such indications can be

accomplished with simple po in ters. Interaction possibilities can be indi-

cated with pointers to the subsystems or system conditions that would

engage in those interactions if initiated, and associated outcomes can be

indicated with associated pointers to the re levant internal state s. As

long as the system can de tect whe the r or not those indicated state s have

been achieved, all of the functional requirements for this form of

interaction sele ction have been met.

Selecting inte ractions on the basis of the indicated outcomes of

those interactions permits many powerful phenomena. It permits strate -

gic se le ction of inte ractions toward particular outcomes } goa l directed-

ne ss. It permits error-gu ided strategies of inte raction. It pe rmits error

guidance of representational learn ing, as long as the system is capable

of learning at all. Any complex autonomous agent will require such

forms of interaction selection. Note , furthe r, that interaction sele ction is

sthe fundamental problem of motivation Bickhard, in press-b; Bickhard

& Terveen, 1995; Cherian & Troxe ll, 1995a; Maes, 1990a, 1990b, 1991,

.1992, 1994 .

REPRESENTATION

Autonomous agents encounter problems of inte raction se lection. A

natural solution to those problems involves inte rnal indications of

internal inte raction outcomes. The central claim of this pape r is that

such indications constitute a form of represen tation , arguably the funda-

mental form.

I will support this claim in three ways. The first two supports

address two properties of representations that this model accounts for:

s . s .1 content and 2 truth value of that content. The third points out that

the inte ractive mode l provides an account for a fundamental criterion

for original representation that is not and cannot be addressed by any
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standard model in the contemporary lite rature : the possibility of

system -detectable representational error.

Representational Content

The claim that indications of interaction outcomes can constitute repre-

sentation poses a number of questions. A central que stion is: What

constitute s representational content in this model? The answer has, in

fact, already been adumbrated above : an indication of an interaction

and its associated outcomes makes presuppositions about the environ-

ment. In particular, those presuppositions will hold in some circum-

stances and not hold in others, and, correspondingly, the indicated

outcomes will occur in some } the presupposed } circumstances and not

occur in othe rs. Such indications involve implicit presuppositions of the

` àppropriate ’ ’ properties of the environment for those indicated out-

comes to occur.

These presuppositions provide a mode l for representational con-

tent. The presupposed inte ractive properties of the environment are

what are represented of that environment. They are what are pred icated

of that environment: ``This environment has the inte ractive properties

appropriate to these indicated interaction outcomes.’ ’ The content in

sthis mode l is im plicit rathe r than explicit Bickhard, 1993; Bickhard &

.Terveen, 1995; Brooks, 1991b , pre supposed rathe r than portrayed. This

is a major strength of the mode l in that it avoids many aporetic

sproblems concerning representation Bickhard, 1993; Bickhard & Ter-

.veen, 1995 . It also poses its own problems } for example, how then do

we account for clear cases of explicit content? How can representations

of objects be modeled, not just representations of interactive proper-

tie s? How about representations of abstractions, such as numbers? Such

questions lead into further e laborations and explorations of the interac-

stive mode l. I have addressed many of these elsewhere Bickhard, 1980,

1993, in press-a, b; Bickhard & Richie , 1983; Bickhard & Terveen,

.1995 . At this point, I simply want to point out that the inte ractive

mode l does provide an account of content. The epistemological world is

sconstructed out of such content Bickhard, 1993; Bickhard & Terveen,

1995; Hooker & Christensen, in preparation; Kuipe rs, 1988; Kuipe rs &

.Byun, 1991; Mataric, 1991; Nehmzow & Smithe rs, 1991, 1992 .Â
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Truth Value

Furthe rmore, those presuppositions } those implicit contents } can be

fa lse, in which case the outcomes will not occur. O r they can be true , in

which case the outcomes will occur. That is, the actual environment is

the truthmaker for the implicit content, and, consequently, the interac-

tive mode l of representational content can account for truth value , one

of the fundamental properties of representation.

SYSTEM-DETECTABLE REPRESENTATIONAL ERROR

Still further, inte ractive representational true value can be detected, at

least fallibly, by the interactive system itself. The outcome indications

can be falsified by and for the system, when it de tects that the indicated

outcome did not occur. That constitute s a falsification of the presup-

posed properties, the implicit content, about the environment in which

the inte raction occurred. It is a falsification that is accomplished by the

system itse lf.

Note that, unless such falsifications can occur by and for the agent

itse lf, error gu idan ce is not possible , whe the r interactive e rror guidance

or learning e rror guidance . E rror guidance, in turn, is required in any

complex inte ractive system because the certitude required for, say,

simple triggering is not possible.

System-de tectable error, howe ver, is not possible for standard mod-

e ls of representation in the lite rature . Standard models have difficulty

accounting for any kind of error and do not even address system-

s .de tectable e rror. Error detection for Fodor 1987, 1990a, 1990b , Dretske

s . s .1981, 1988 , and Millikan 1984, 1993 , for example , require s compar-

isons between what actually triggers an input state and what `̀ ought’ ’ to

trigger that state. What ought to have triggered such a state, in turn, is

de te rmined by considerations of evolutionary histories and counterfac-

tual asymmetric dependencie s between classes of possible such triggers.

The necessary comparisons, then, are possible, if at all, only for an

observer of the system, external to the system, that might be in a

position to determine the re levant historie s and dependencie s. In partic-

ular, they cannot be dete rmined by and for the system itself. The frog

knows nothing about the evolutionary history of its fly detectors, nor

about any dependencie s, asymmetric or otherwise, between fly de tec-

tions and BB detections. Standard models cannot account for system-
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de tectable representational error; standard mode ls cannot account for

e rror-guided inte raction or learning; standard mode ls cannot account

for representation for the agent itse lf. The inte ractive mode l can.

wFurthermore , interactive representational content can ` g̀round’ ’ inter-

s . xnal symbols as stand-ins for those contents Bickhard & Terveen, 1995 .

Fodor, Dre tske, and Millikan at least attempt to address the issue

of representational error, even if not system -detectable representational

e rror. The infamous symbol system hypothe sis does not. Representation

of the environment, according to the symbol system hypothe sis, is

constituted as structures in the system that are isomorphic with what-

sever is to be represented in the world Newell, 1980; Newell & Simon,

.1975, 1987; V era & Simon, 1993, 1994 . But isomorphism is ubiquitous

sthroughout the universe e .g., in lawful causal relationships, among

. s .others ; representation is not Smith, 1987 . Isomorphism is a re flexive

re lation; representation is not. Isomorphism is a symmetric relation;

representation is not. Isomorphism is a transitive relation; representa-

tion is not. Isomorphism eithe r exists, in which case the purported

representation is correct, or it does n o t exist, in which case the pur-

ported represen tation does not exist, and, the re fore, cann o t be inco rrect;

along with all of its other problems, isomorphism cannot account for

s .representational e rror Bickhard, 1993; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995 .

Isomorphism has insufficient resources to constitute representation: it

e ither exists or not and is there fore incapable of differentiating the

sthird representational possibility of existing but be ing in e rror Millikan,

.1984 . It is little wonder that such approaches to representation have

sencountered a thicket of unresolved issues Bickhard, 1993; Bickhard &

.Terveen, 1995; Smith, 1987 and a reaction against the very notion of

s .representation Beer, 1990; Brooks, 1991a; van Ge lder, 1995 .

sConnectionist notions of representation fare no better McClelland

.& Rumelhart 1986; Rume lhart & McClelland, 1986 . A trained net

e stablishes a correspondence between its output state vector and some

class of inputs and the reby differentiates the current input into that

s .class Bickhard & Terveen, 1995 . But such correspondence is simply a

degenerate version of the symbol system hypothe sis of ``representation

as isomorphism,’ ’ and it suffers from all of the same fatal de fects.

Correspondence is simply an unstructured, point-to-point, isomorphism.

s .Neither the trained correspondences of connectionism nor the causal

scorrespondences of transduction Bickhard & Richie, 1983; Fodor, 1986,

.1990a, 1990b, 1991; Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1981 can account for the

possibility of representational e rror, and they do not even attempt
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ssystem -detectable representational e rror Bickhard, 1993; Bickhard &

.Terveen, 1995 .

Note that these standard mode ls all look externally and backward in

time , whereas the inte ractive mode l looks inte rnally and forward in time

s .Bickhard & Terveen, 1995 . It is such backward-looking `̀ spectator’ ’

mode ls that arise naturally in symbol manipulation, information theo-

re tic, or connectionist models, but such an approach has never been

able to solve the basic problems of representation. It has, rightly,

yie lded a reaction against the reality or use fulne ss of the very notion of

s .representation Bee r, 1990, 1995; Brooks, 1991a, 1991c; Prem, 1995 .

Interactive representation constitute s an alternative.

REPRESENTATION AND DESIGN

Interactive representation already exists. It can be found in relatively

s .simple organisms not to mention complex organisms and in some

scontemporary robots Brooks, 1994; Cherian & Troxe ll, 1995a,

1995b } with a major caveat concerning the emergent constitution of

fu n ction in robotic agents: B ickhard, 1993; Bickhard & Campbell, 1997;

.Millikan, 1984, 1993 . It solves a basic de sign problem and provide s

guidance for more sophisticated versions of such problems and their

solutions; it solves and dissolves many philosophical problems

s .Bickhard, 1993; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995 . Conversely, the study of

robots and autonomous embodied agents inh eren tly encounters the

fundamental problems of representation and epistemology, whereas

passive system approache s, whe ther computational or connectionist, do

s .not Bickhard, 1982; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995 . Inte ractive dynamic

systems } embodied agents } are the correct locus for the study and

sdesign of mentality Beer, 1995; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995; Hooker

e t al., 1992; Malcolm et al., 1989; Port & van Ge lde r, 1995; Stee ls,

.1994 .

It also, howe ver, initiates a progression through many additional

mental properties and the reby guides further understanding of those

properties both in natural systems and in the design of artificial systems.

These include , for example, motivation, perception, learning, emotions,

consciousne ss and reflexive consciousness, language, and rationality

s Bickhard, 1980, 1993, forthcoming-a, forthcoming-b; Bickhard & Richie,

.1983; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995; Hooker, 1995; Kinsbourne, 1988 .

Interactive representation constitutes the interface of the emergence of

mental properties in functional interactive system properties.
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